It is shown in this paper that for /¿-saturated models many important external sets of nonstandard analysis-such as monadic sets or the set of all near-standard points or all pre-near-standard points or all compact points-are universally Loeb-measurable, i.e. Loeb-measurable with respect to every internal content. We furthermore obtain universal Loeb-measurability of the standard part map for topological spaces which are not covered by previous results in this direction.
1. Introduction. In [7 and 9] Loeb described a measure construction in nonstandard analysis which gave nonstandard measure theory a fresh impetus. His construction is the following.
If sé is an algebra on a set X and v. *jtf'-* *[0, oo) is an internal finite content, then v,(A)=° (v(A)), A^*sé, defines a finite measure on the algebra *j/, and the system L(v, *stf) = L(v) of all A c *X with sup{vL(B): *j^3 B a A) = inf{i'L(C): A c CeW} is the a-field of all Carathéodory-measurable subsets of *X with respect to vL \ *sé'. The common value of the above expressions defines the unique extension of vL \ *s/ to a measure on the complete a-algebra L(v) d *sé. This extension is also denoted by vl> vl 's me Loeb-measure associated with v. A set i c *X is universally Loeb-measurable if A e L(v) for all finite internal contents v \ *sé'. The system of all universally Loeb-measurable sets is denoted by Lu(*ssf) = Lu.
( 1) st-1(£)G£(>,*J') for all £ g J1;
(2) a(B)=*!xL(sr1(B)) for all £ e J1.
If p.\SS is a finite Borel-measure, fulfilling (1), then */iL°st_1|á? is a Radon-measure according to Theorem 4(ii) . Hence only Radon-measures jit can be represented by ix = *¡i, o st"1. Therefore the methods used in the literature up to now for representing Borel-measures cannot lead beyond Radon-measures. To handle more general measures than Radon-measures a new approach is necessary. To this aim we introduce the following concepts: If v: *s/-> *[0, oo) is a finite internal content, put for each A <z*X Theorem 4 (ii) shows that in a regular Hausdorff-space v°st~l\38 is Radon and v ° st"11 â? is T-smooth for each finite internal content v \ *d8. Hence only the concept of outer measures v can be a suitable approach for representing non-Radon-measures. Indeed it is: According to Theorem 9(ii) we have that ¡j. 13f = */X ° st"11 Se «=> ¡i 13d is T-smooth.
Thus the above representation even characterizes the class of T-smooth Borel-measures.
If /x | Sä is only a regular Borel-measure, it turns out that *¡ü ° st"1138 is the greatest T-smooth minorant of p\ Se (Theorem 9(i) ). This leads to a decomposition of the form where ju.R is Radon, jtiT is purely T-smooth, and /x" is purely cr-additive (for a standard proof of the result see [13] ).
An essential tool for our considerations is the measurability of ns(*A) and of the standard part map st:ns(*X) -» X. It turns out that st is universally Loeb-measurable on ns(*A), i.e.
(3) st-'(B) g LU(*3S) n ns(*JO = {Cnns(*I):CeL"(*f)} for all £ g J1.
Hence st is universally Loeb-measurable iff ns(*A) g Lu(*38) and therefore universally Loeb-measurable for many important topological spaces (see Corollary 3) . For applications in standard measure theory a stronger measurability of st than given in (3) is needed, namely (4) st"1(£) g £"(*Jo) n ns(*A") for all Bel, where á?0 is the a-algebra of Baire-sets of X, i.e. 3S0 is the smallest a-algebra rendering all continuous real-valued functions measurable. We show that (4) holds for each completely regular Hausdorff-space (Theorem 5). This yields two results of classical measure theory: The extension theorem for T-smooth Baire-measures to T-smooth Borel-measures and the theorem of Kakutani for product measures (Corollaries 13 and 14). Moreover we obtain representation and decomposition results for Baire-measures.
Basic for our investigations are Theorems 1 and 2 which show that unions and intersections of less than £-many sets of *s/ are universally Loeb-measurable and that each finite internal content v \ *s# is "£-smooth." A finite Borel-measure p, 13S is called regular iff /x(£) = sup{>(C): C c £, C closed} for all £ G 3S\ it is called Radon iff ¡u(£) = sup{ju(£): £ c B, K compact} for all £ G J1, and it is called T-smooth iff ¡i(T)= supSeS, n(S) for each system TfcTT with 77"\T (7/"\T means USe^.5 = £, and for all Sx, S2 g y we have Sx U S2 c S3 for some S3 ey).
It is known that each Radon-measure is T-smooth. Denote by &~0 = [f~1 (0): ffcR open, / continuous} the system of exact open sets of X. The complements of the exact open sets are the exact closed sets.
A finite Baire-measure ¡u 19SQ is called Radon iff for every e > 0 there exists a compact set K such that ju(£) < e for all Baire-sets B c X -K; it is called T-smooth iff ju.(£) = supSeS,ii(S) for each Tfc J~0 with 77> t T g 7T0.
Let us remark that each finite Baire-measure n\3ä0 is regular, i.e. ¡x(B) = sup{ju(C): C c B, C exact closed} for all £ g SS0.
2. Universal Loeb-measurability of sets and of the standard part map. In this section we prove results which hold for all finite internal contents, postponing the results for internal contents of the form */t to §3. Results for internal contents are useful in all cases in which nonstandard theory is applied to families of classical measures: If M is a family of measures, then *J7 contains internal contents which are not of the form *(i.
We recall that we consider £-saturated nonstandard models.
1. Theorem. Let sé be an algebra on X and 77cz*sé be a subsystem with card y < £. Then the following assertions hold.
(')UseySand f)seyS are universally Loeb-measurable;
(ü)vL(T) = supSeyvL(S) [vLiT) = inf5eyVLiS)] if 7f \T[S7 \T\ and v\*sé is a finite internal content.
Proof, (i) Let v\*sé be a finite internal content. Put V:= USe-y.S. We have to show a:= sup{v,iA):
*sé^> A c V) = mî{vL(B): Va B e*sé) =:ß.
Let e > 0 be arbitrary but fixed, and put for 5 G 67 JV= {A e*sé: S c A. v(A) < a + e).
Then { J*¿: S g Tf) is a family of internal sets with the finite intersection property. As card y < £ and as our model is £-saturated, there exists B g n5e,^^s. Then V c £ G *sé and v,(B) < a + e. Hence ß < a + e, whence ß < a. As obviously a < j3, we have a = ß. ThusUSeyS is universally Loeb-measurable. The assertion for (ItseyS follows by forming complements.
(ii) We only consider y î T. For each e > 0 there exists by (i) a set A g *j?/ with /lei and vL(A) > ^¿(£) -e. As A and all S g y are internal and card y < £, we obtain by £-saturation a finite subsystem £70'(z S" with A cUSey S. As y Î £, there exists 5 g Tf with A <z S. Hence rL(S) > vL(T) -e. This proves (ii) . D
The following theorem shows that the first part of Theorem l(ii) can be generalized. This result will be used in Theorem 4(ii).
Theorem.
Let sé be an algebra on X and ye *sé be a subsystem with card if < K. Let v \ *sé be a finite internal content. Then for every subset Z c *X the following assertions hold.
(i) </> t j => v(T n Z) = supSey,^S n Z); (ii) 
Proof, (i) Let e > 0 be given. By definition of v there exists Zf g *sé with Z c Zf and ü(Z£) < ¡¡(Z) 4-e.
This implies for every ^ g £(*>. *sé) that (l) ^ n zj < ?(^ n z) + e (as ZcZ, and /I, Zf are y ¿-measurable, we have, using the Carathéodory-measurability criterion, v(A n zf) + ¡i(Inz) -e ^v(A n ZJ + j»( JnZ£) -£ = i>(Ze) -e < viZ) < F(^ n Z) 4-¡i( JnZ)). We have S n ZJT n Zt with S n Zf g *sé for 5 g y. Hence Theorem l (ii) and (1) Let us remark that-by the same method-Theorems 1 and 2 can be proven for finite internal contents on an internal algebra.
Important external sets in nonstandard topology, besides the set ns(*A) of near-standard points, are the set pns(*A) of pre-near-standard points and the set cpt(*A) of compact points, which are used e.g. to characterize locally compact spaces, respectively complete spaces (see [12, 14] ). We show that in many cases these sets are universally Loeb-measurable.
The sets cpti*X) and pns(*A^) are defined by cpt(*A0 = U{*£: Ka X, £ compact} ;
where for the definition of pns(*Ar) we assume that X is metric with distance function ¿5; the monad mix) is defined for all jc g ♦A' by mix) = D{*£: x G *£, T open}.
3. Corollary. Let iX, 77) be a Hausdorff-space with Borel-algebra 38. Then:
(ii) pns(*À") G LU(*3S) for metric spaces; (iii) ns(*A') g LU(*3S) for locally compact spaces, for o-compact spaces, and for complete metric spaces;
(iv) st~l(B) g Lu(*3ä) n ns(*A), £ G J1, for regular spaces.
Proof. Theorem 1 will be applied to sé := 36. Choose x" g T; then *8(x", y) < 1/n. Hence y g *K1/n(x").
(iii) Since ns(*A) = cpti*X) for a locally compact space (see Theorem 8.3.14 of [14] ) and ns(*A) = pnsi*^) for a complete space (see Theorem 3.14.1 of [12] ), it remains to consider the a-compact case. Let X = U" e N Kn with compact £". Using Since by Corollary 3(iv) the measurability of st is equivalent to the measurability of ns(*A'), it is of interest to obtain ns(*A) g Lu(*3 §) for more general topological spaces than in 3(iii). However, if A" is a separable metric space or a complete uniform space, then ns(*A) need not be universally Loeb-measurable.
(a) There exist separable metric spaces X which admit a non-Radon Borel-measure, say /x. Then ¡u. is T-smooth and therefore ns(*A) G L(*¡x, *3S) by Corollary 11. Hence ns(*A) G Lu(*3ê).
(b) X = RR is a complete uniform space which admits a T-smooth Borel-measure which is non-Radon. Then n%i*X) G LU(*3S) by Corollary 11.
As in complete uniform spaces pns(*A") = ns(*Ar) (see Theorem 3.14.1 of [12] ), part (b) above shows that pns(*A) G LU(*3S) for certain complete uniform spaces.
As the measurability of the standard part map on ns(*A) is fundamental for this paper, let us remark that Corollary 3(iv) does not hold without the assumption that (X,7T) is regular: According to Example 15, even for T-smooth measures ii in a Hausdorff-space, it may happen that st_1(£) í L(*a, *38) n ns(*A) for some B g SS. If, however, /x is a regular measure in a Hausdorff-space, we obtain st_1(£) g L(*n, *3d) n ns(*A) for all B g 3S (see Lemma 8(i)).
In the following theorem we prove in (i) a stronger form of measurability of the standard part map than given in Corollary 3(iv). Such a stronger form of measurability is useful for proving extension theorems of measures.
4. Theorem. Let ( X, y ) be a regular Hausdorff-space, let 7TX be a base of 7T, and let 3SX be the o-algebra generated by 3~x.
(i) 7/£ is a Borel-subset of X then st\B) g Lu(*3Sx) n ns(*A'). (ii) If v | *3SX is a finite internal content, then v ° st"1 \3H is a T-smooth measure and v ° st"1138 is a Radon-measure.
Proof, (i) Let v \ *38x be a finite internal content. It suffices to prove that for every closed set C c X
(1) sr1(C)GL(i/,*J'1)nns(*Ar).
We shall show that for every open set T z> C there exists BT G *3SX with
Let us at first show that (2) implies (1). Let m(C) = 0{*T: Co T g ST}. Then (2) implies (3) st"1(C)cn{£r: Ce £ey} c w(C).
As our model is £-saturated with card(y) < K, we obtain by Theorem l(i)-applied to sé= S8X-that B:= Ç\{BT: C c £ g y} g L(y, *^). Henceby (3) st_1(C) c £ c w(C) for some £ G l(v, *SSx).
As ( X, y ) is regular, and C is closed, we have st-1(C) = miC) C\nsi*X).
Hence we obtain st_1(C) = £ n ns(*Ar) for some £ g £(»>, *J\), i.e. (1) Then 7fx, x g C, is a system of internal sets. As *38x is closed under finite unions, {yv: x G C) has the finite intersection property. As our model is £-saturated with £ > card(C), we obtain r\xeCS7x * 0. Let £ g f)xeC77'x. Then £ o*38x, and *£v c £ c *T for all x g C. Hence w(x) c £ c *£ for all x g C, whence st^C) = Uv6Cw(x)c£c*£. This proves (2) and hence (i). (ii) W.l.g. let y, be closed under finite unions. As vL is a measure on L(v, *^!), we obtain that v and p are measures on L(v, *37¡x) n ns(*A). Hence by (i) we obtain that v ° st"1138 and // ° st"1138 are Borel-measures. We prove at first that v ° st"1138 is T-smooth. Let Jd C î T. We have to prove (4) v{st~\T)) < sup i^st"1^)).
As y, is a base for the topology and A' is a regular space, we can choose for each pair (x, U) with x g U g 0 a set Jr7x>i/ G ^ with
where cl 77 denotes the closure of 77. Let 3f be the system of all finite unions of sets HxU with x g U e 0. As 0 is directed upwards, we obtain by (5) that (6) VT/Gjf at/g 0 with 77 c cl 77 c U.
Put y= (*(cl77): 77Gjf}. If C c U, C closed, ¿7 open, then ns(*X) n*C cz st_1(v7). Hence relation (6) implies (7) VSey 3Í7G C with «5 (**) nSc sr^U).
As st"1(£) = Uye^st^it/) = (JHejrSt^iH) c ns(*A) n UWejr*77 c ns(*A) n US€yS by (5) and (6), we obtain by (7) that (8) st-x(r) = ns(*A) n (J 5.
To apply Theorem 2 put sé= 38x and Z = ns(*A"). As our model is £-saturated with £ > card(y), we obtain by (8), Theorem 2, and (7) v(st~l(T)) = i>lns(*X) (7 (J s) = sup i>(ns(*X) n S) This proves (4) and hence we have shown that p °st~l \3S is a T-smooth measure.
For (ii) it remains to prove that v ° st l \3S is a Radon-measure: By definition of v we have for each £ g 38 v{sGl(B)) = sup{v,(A):
*S8X=> A c st"1^)} < sup^sr^st^)): *38x 3 A c st_1(£)}.
Since X is regular, we have that st(A) is compact for each internal A c ns(*A). Hence ir(st-1(*)) < sup{i'(st"1(£)): £c £, £ compact}, i.e. the assertion. □ According to Example 15, all assertions of Theorem 4 are not true any more if we omit the regularity of X, even if 7TX = y and v = *p with T-smooth measure p..
The following result is a direct consequence of Theorem 4(i). If X is compact, this result is due to Loeb (see Corollary 3 of [8] ; Loeb also gives some extensions).
5. Theorem. Let (X,7T) be a completely regular Hausdorff-space with Baire-oalgebra 380. Then st -l ( B ) G Lu ( *âi0 ) n ns( *X ) for each Borel-set B of X.
Proof. As A" is a completely regular Hausdorff-space, the system yo of exact open sets is a base for the topology y. Now the assertion follows from Theorem 4(i), applied to y, = yo and 38x = 38 ü. D 3. Representations of T-smooth Baire-and Borel-measures with applications. In this section we give results for measures */x, where ju is a standard measure. The following three lemmata are essential tools for proving our theorems.
If yc 37>( X) then 77u denotes the system of all finite unions of elements of 77', and y denotes the system of complements of elements of £7.
6. Lemma. Let ( X, ST) be a Hausdorff-space. Let STX be a base of 7T and 38x be the a-algebra generated by 7TX. Then we have for each finite measure p-\38x:
(i) supTe0a(T) = ¡i(X) for every & a 7TXU with & T X « *jü(ns(*A)) = fi(X); (ii) if *Ji(nsi*X)) = niX) and /u(£1) = inf{piTx): BxczTx^Srl) for all Bx g 38 x then p\38x = *Ji °st_11 38 x.
Proof, (i) => Let £ g *S8X with ns(*A") c £ be given. We have to prove
(1) *pL(B) = p(X).
Yet x e X be given. Then m(x) = nxerejr*£c B, as 77~x is a base for the topology and ns(*A) c £. As our model is £-saturated with £ > card(y), there exists Tx g y, with x g Tx, *TX c £. Hence we have for each finite £ c X (2) p ( Hence we obtain by assumption ju(A) = sup|/i[ (J £j: EczXfinite!.
Hence (2) implies (1).
(i) <= For the converse direction let 0 c 77TX with 0 | A" be given. Then ns(*A) c Ure0*£. Now we obtain by assumption and Theorem l(i), (ii) a(X)=*p{ns(*X))^*pLi (J *£) = sup VL(*£)=supM(£). From (1) we obtain st_1(C) = D n ns(*A*) for some *C c D c w(C). Furthermore, as ju. is regular, *jU,(*C) = *juL(m(C)) and hence D g L(*/¿, *á?).
(ii) According to (i) and Lemma 7. *p ° st 1138 is a regular measure. It suffices to prove Ja Ta\ A'^*J5ost"1(£jî*Jriost-1(A').
According to Theorem 2, it suffices to prove *Jü°st"1(£) =*í¡(*£n ns(*A")).
Using *p,(*C) = *pL(m(C)) for each closed set and using *C, m(C) G £(*jtt, *á?)
we obtain that *7Ü(*C n ns(*A:)) = *p{m(C) n ns(*A-)), and hence by (1) (2) *¡¡(*Cn ns(*A)) =*p,°stl(C).
Yet T be open and C '■= X -T. Then *fü°st"1(£) =*jü°st"1(A'-C) =*jüoSt"1(A') -*iü°st"1(C) = "¿¡(ns^A")) -*/x(*C n ns(*A)) (2) = *iü(ns(*A) n(*A-*C)) =*/!(*£ n ns(*A-)).
Since p. \ 38 is regular, we obtain *p ° st"1138 < /i | á? from the fact that ^(st'^T)) <*Jü(*£) = Ju(£)foreach£Gy D Observe that the following theorem holds for Hausdorff-spaces and not only for regular Hausdorff-spaces. For regular Hausdorff-spaces parts of Theorem 9 can be deduced more directly by using Theorem 4. 9. Theorem. Let ( X, 77T) be a Hausdorff-space with Borel-algebra 38. Let p\38 be a finite Borel-measure. Then (Ï) p\38 regular => *p. °st"1 \38 is the greatest regular T-smooth minorant of p\38;
(ii) /x | 38 regular and T-smooth <=» ju 138 = *ji ° st"1138.
Proof, (ii) => Apply Lemma 6(i) and (ii) to 7TX = y, 38x = 38.
(ii)<=/t is regular according to Lemma 7 applied to v =*p. As p(X) = *p,(stl(X)) = *p,(ns(*X)), p is T-smooth in A" according to Lemma 6(i) and hence T-smooth as u 138 is regular.
(i) According to Lemma 8, ^"St"1!^ is a regular T-smooth minorant of \i\38. Let v\S8^p\38 be regular and T-smooth. Then *v «st"1138 < */I °st_1138. The assertion follows, as v \ 38 = *i> ° st"1138 by (ii) . D Let us remark that if p \ 38 is only a T-smooth measure, then it cannot even be guaranteed that *p ° st"1138 is a measure (see Example 15).
Part "(ii) => " of the next theorem is due to Anderson [2] .
10. Proposition. Let (X, ST) be a regular Hausdorff-space with Borel-algebra 38. Let p\38 be a finite Borel-measure. Then (i) p | 38 regular =» *ju ° st"11 38 is the greatest Radon-minor ant of p \ 38;
(ii) ju 138 Radon » p \ 38 = *p ° st"1138. The other direction holds even for Hausdorff-spaces (see Theorem 3.3 of [2] ).
(i) According to Theorem 4(ii), we have that *p ° st"1138 is Radon. As p is regular, we have according to Theorem l(ii) that
for all compact sets K. Hence *¡u °st_11.^? is a Radon-minorant of p\38. Let v\38^p\38 be Radon. Then *v °st_1 \38 < *p °st_1138, and hence the assertion follows as v 138 = *v ° st"1138 by (ii) . D From Theorem 9 and Proposition 10 we directly obtain for regular Borel-measures p 138 in regular Hausdorff-spaces, that there exists a (unique) decomposition
where pR\38 is Radon, ¡uT|á? is purely T-smooth (i.e., pT\38 is T-smooth and v\38 si pT\38 with v138 Radon => e = 0), and pa\38 is purely a-additive (i.e. jtt0138
is a measure and v\38 < -ujá? with ^|^ T-smooth => v = 0). Put ju^ =*jtt°st"1, pT = *¡ü "st"1 -V °st_1, and pa = p -pR -pr. Observe that pRiK) = *p °st_1 (£) for all compact sets.
The standard proof for this decomposition theorem for regular Borel-measures is given in Saponakis and Sion [13] .
Proof. We shall apply Theorem 4 and Lemma 6 to the system y, of exact open sets and 38x = 380. "(iii)<=" and "(iv)<=" follow at once from Theorem 4(ii) as the restriction of a T-smooth [Radon-] measure is T-smooth [Radon] on 38^.
As each Baire-measure is regular, we obtain "(iii) => " by Lemma 6. Now we prove "(iv) => ":
As a Radon-measure is T-smooth, we have p \ 380 = *p ° st"1138^ by (iii). According to Theorem 5, it suffices to prove ns(*Ar) g L(*p, *380). As p(X) = */i(ns(*A)), we have to prove From Theorem 12 we obtain a decomposition for Baire-measures in the same way as we got the decomposition of regular Borel-measures. The standard proof of this decomposition result for Baire-measures is due to Knowles [6] . Now we give a simple nonstandard proof of a famous extension theorem for T-smooth Baire-measures.
Corollary.
Let (X, ST) be a completely regular Hausdorff-space. Let p\S80 be a finite T-smooth Baire-measure. Then *p °st_1138 is the unique T-smooth extension of p | 380.
Proof. According to Theorem 4(ii) applied to the system 7TX of exact open sets, *p ° st"1138 is a T-smooth Borel-measure. According to Theorem 12(iii), we have that *p ° st"1138 is an extension of p \ -áj0. The uniqueness is trivial. D For compact spaces the standard proof of the following corollary is due to Kakutani.
14. Corollary. Let (Xn,3Tn), n g N, be regular Hausdorff-spaces and let P" be Radon probability measures on the Borel-fields 38n of Xn. Then there exists a unique Radon-measure on the Borel-algebra 38 of X e N Xn which extends the product measure X £"| XBGN 38n.
Proof. Let y be the system of all finite unions of Tx X • • • X Tn X Xn+X X Xn + 2 X • ■ ■ with £; g y/5 i=l,...,« and n g N. Then y is a base for the product topology with sé:= a(77')= XMeN^". Put ju. = X"eN£".
Applying Theorem 4(ii) to X = X N X", y the regular product topology, and v = *p, we obtain that *p°st'x\38 is a Radon-measure. As p is the countable product measure of the Radon probability measures £", n G N, we obtain 1 = p(X) = sup{p(K):K c X compact}. Hence *>(cpt(*A)) = 1 whence *pL(ns(*X)) = 1, as cpt(*A) c ns(*A). Hence we obtain by Theorem 4 that *p °st-1138 = *p°st~l \ 38, whence Lemma 6(ii) implies *p ° st_11 sé = p \ sé. Thus *p°st~x\38 is a Radon-measure which extends p | sé. The uniqueness of the Radon-extension is trivial. D
The classical result of Kakutani for arbitrarily many compact spaces X¡, i g 7, follows in the same way.
The following example shows that in most of our results the regularity of the underlying topological space cannot be dispensed with.
15. Example. We construct a topological Hausdorff-space (A, ST) with countable base and a probability measure jtt on the Borel-algebra 38, such that (i) st~x(B) G L(*p, *38) n ns(*A) for some B g 38;
(ii) *p ° st"1138 is no measure; (iii) *p °st_1138 is not Radon. Define on 38 a probability measure jtt by p(iBx n D) u(£2 n D)) = \iBx),
where A is the Lebesgue-measure on 38. As D has outer Lebesgue-measure 1, the definitions of ST and p imply that (0) KreJ=»/i(r)=l.
We prove that
(1) *p°st-\D) = l;
(2) *p°stxÇD) = 1; (3) V o st_1( £ ) = 0 for each ycompact K; (4) >ost"1(A) = l.
Obviously (1), (2) imply (ii) and hence (i), and (3), (4) imply (iii).
To (1) and (2) . Let C c A be given. We prove at first that 
If C = 7), then we obtain from (5) and (0) 
This proves (1) and (2).
To (3) . Let K c A be ycompact. Since 7) is ydosed, £ D 7J> is ycompact, too. Hence K, K n D are ycompact and therefore ydosed. Consequently (6) KDD<e38.
By Theorem 1 we obtain *p°st-l(K)=*p,l f| *£ ) = inf p(T) = inf p(TC\D) = p(KC\D)= X(KnD) = 0, KcT<E&~ (6) since 7) has inner Lebesgue-measure 0. To (4) . Let st be the standard part with respect to the topology y. Since A is ycompact, we have *A = st_1( A). As furthermore st"x(A) = (st"' (7)) n*£)) Ust_1(£), we obtain st_1( X) 3 *D. As p(D) = 1, this implies (4) . D
